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Abstract

Objective:

To compare utilization and associated costs of epoetin alfa (EPO) and darbepoetin alfa (DARB), two

erythropoiesis-stimulating agents (ESAs), in patients with cancer undergoing chemotherapy and patients

with chronic kidney disease (CKD) not on dialysis in inpatient and outpatient hospital settings.

Methods:

An analysis of medical claims recorded between January 2006 and December 2009 was conducted using

the Premier Perspective Comparative Hospital database. Patients included were �18 years old with cancer

and chemotherapy or with pre-dialysis CKD and with �1 claim for EPO or DARB during a hospital inpatient

or outpatient treatment episode. Patients treated with both ESAs or who were receiving dialysis were

excluded. Mean cumulative drug costs and dose ratios (units EPO: mcg DARB) were calculated using

cumulative dose and April 2010 wholesale acquisition costs.

Results:

Cancer chemotherapy: 13,832 inpatient stays (EPO: 10,454; DARB: 3378) and 5590 outpatient treatment

episodes (EPO: 2856; DARB: 2734) were identified. The inpatient and outpatient populations reported ESA

dose ratios of 230:1 and 238:1 with DARB cost premiums of 42% (EPO: $948; DARB: $1348) and 38%

(EPO: $3358; DARB: $4627), respectively. CKD: 148,746 hospital stays (EPO: 116,017; DARB: 32,729) and

11,012 outpatient treatment episodes (EPO: 6921; DARB 4091) were identified. The inpatient and

outpatient populations reported ESA dose ratios of 251:1 and 257:1 with DARB cost premiums of 30%

(EPO: $566; DARB: $738) and 27% (EPO: $2077; DARB: $2642), respectively.

Limitations:

The lack of randomization may have led to confounding by indication. In addition, statistical significance

must be interpreted with caution in studies involving large samples.

Conclusions:

This study of 19,422 patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy and 159,758 patients with pre-dialysis

CKD reported ESA dose ratios ranging from 230:1–257:1 (units EPO: mcg DARB) and associated cost

premiums of 27–42% for DARB.

Introduction

Anemia is a common complication in patients with cancer receiving chemo-
therapy or with chronic kidney disease (CKD)1–4. If left untreated, anemia in
patients with cancer undergoing chemotherapy or those with pre-dialysis CKD
may lead to serious adverse clinical outcomes. Patients with CKD and untreated
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anemia are also more likely to suffer from poor cardiovas-
cular health and to experience increased hospitalization
and all-cause mortality risks5–7.

Epoetin alfa (EPO) and darbepoetin alfa (DARB) are
two erythropoiesis-stimulating agents (ESAs) approved by
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treat-
ment of anemia in patients with cancer receiving chemo-
therapy and in patients with pre-dialysis CKD8,9. In these
patient populations, ESAs have been found to increase
hemoglobin (Hb) levels and to reduce blood transfusion
requirements1,10–13. Several studies have documented
ESA practice patterns and cost considerations for both
conditions, although more extensively in outpatient than
in inpatient settings14–20.

Several recent events, including payer restrictions, ESA
label changes, and community practice guideline changes
since 2005 may have modified physicians’ practice
patterns. For instance, the National Coverage
Determination (NCD) issued by the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) in July 2007 lim-
ited ESA utilization in patients with chemotherapy-
induced anemia (CIA) to Hb levels of less than 10 g/dL
at ESA initiation and after the initial 4 weeks of treatment.
Subsequently in 2008, the ESA labels were also changed to
recommend initiation at Hb less than 10 g/dL in patients
with cancer on chemotherapy8,9,21.

The update of Hb target of the Clinical Practice
Guidelines and Clinical Practice Recommendation for
Anemia in Chronic Kidney Disease published in March
2007 by the National Kidney Foundation Kidney Disease
Outcomes Quality Initiative (NKF KDOQI) marked
another change22. These guidelines recommended that
‘the selected Hb target should generally be in the range
of 11.0–12.0 g/dL’. Moreover, the guidelines recom-
mended that ‘the Hb target should not be greater than
13 g/dL’. Most recently in 2011, the FDA-approved pre-
scribing information was updated to recommend ESA dose
reductions as the Hb approaches or exceeds 11 g/dL in
patients on dialysis or exceeds 10 g/dL in pre-dialysis
patients. The ESA label emphasizes that practitioners
use the lowest dose sufficient to reduce the need for
blood transfusion among both patients on cancer chemo-
therapy and patients with CKD8,9.

Considering that CIA and CKD affect an increasing
number of people, updated guidelines for the treatment
of anemia in these patient populations have the potential
to change utilization patterns and corresponding costs on a
large scale23. Pharmacoeconomic assessment of ESAs with
the most recent available data is therefore important to
ensure meaningful and timely comparisons and optimal
allocation of healthcare resources.

The goal of this study was to evaluate utilization and
trends as well as therapy costs of EPO and DARB in
cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy and patients
with pre-dialysis CKD treated in inpatient and

outpatient hospital settings and to assess the impact
of recent regulatory and community practice guideline
changes on utilization patterns and corresponding costs.
To the best knowledge of the authors, this study is the
first to analyze both inpatient and outpatient settings
using national-level data.

Patients and methods

Data source

De-identified inpatient and outpatient records were
retrieved retrospectively between the first quarter of
2006 to the fourth quarter of 2009 from the Premier
Perspective Comparative Hospital Database (PREMIER),
the largest hospital-based database in the US. The data-
base provides detailed information for more than 25 mil-
lion inpatient discharges and 175 million hospital
outpatient visits from over 500 acute care hospitals
across all US regions. Data elements by setting included
visit-level information (e.g., primary and secondary diag-
noses) and detailed billing information (e.g., drug name,
dosage strength, dispensed quantity, and unit cost). As
opposed to centralized healthcare claims recorded by
insurance companies, patients’ medical information avail-
able in the PREMIER database comes from records col-
lected for billing purposes at the hospital level. Thus, it
is not possible with the PREMIER data to link outpatient
records across facilities, and, therefore, to know whether or
not the entire continuum of care of patients was captured.
Consequently, baseline characteristics for inpatients were
evaluated during the inpatient stay, whereas those of out-
patients were not assessed.

Study design

A retrospective cohort design consisting of two separate
cohorts of patients on cancer chemotherapy and with CKD
treated with EPO or DARB between January 2006 and
December 2009 was used to conduct the analysis. All
patients were at least 18 years of age. The cancer chemo-
therapy population was selected using primary and second-
ary diagnoses of cancer (International Classification of
Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification [ICD-9-
CM], 140 to 209 and V10) and procedure codes for che-
motherapy (Current Procedural Terminology [CPT],
Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System
[HCPCS], PREMIER Standard Master Charge codes).
Patients diagnosed with CKD were excluded from the
cancer chemotherapy population. The CKD population
was identified using primary and secondary diagnoses for
CKD (ICD-9-CM: 250.4, 585–586, 588, 403–404),
excluding patients also diagnosed with cancer or receiving
dialysis. All patients on cancer chemotherapy and with
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CKD who received both ESA agents were excluded from
the analysis.

For hospitalized cancer chemotherapy and CKD
patients, the unit of analysis was each inpatient stay and
the study period spanned from the date of admission to the
date of discharge. Patients’ baseline demographics (e.g.,
age and sex) and characteristics (e.g., disease severity,
length of stay, comorbidities, and concurrent iron supple-
ment) were reported for each eligible stay. The degree of
illness severity variable was based on an algorithm devel-
oped by 3M Health Information Systems (Salt Lake City,
UT) and was constructed by considering (1) the primary
admitting diagnosis, (2) the secondary diagnoses, (3) the
age of the patient, and (4) the presence of certain proce-
dures, such as chemotherapy24. Levels of illness severity,
based on 3M’s algorithm using All-Patient Refined
Diagnosis-Related Groups (APR-DRG) grouper codes,
were reported as minor, moderate, major, or extreme.

The observation period for an outpatient episode of
ESA treatment was defined as the period from the first
to the last outpatient visit with a claim for ESA. If there
was more than one calendar month between two EPO or
DARB claims, the second claim marked the beginning of a
new treatment episode. All treatment episodes were used
in the analysis. If a patient had received renal dialysis
during a treatment episode, data were censored one
month prior to the first date of dialysis.

Data on EPO and DARB dosage were reported along
with detailed information on rendered services during
inpatient stays and outpatient treatment episodes. For hos-
pitalizations, treatment duration was equal to the hospital-
ization length of stay. For outpatient treatment episodes,
treatment duration was equal to the number of months
from the first to the last dose of EPO or DARB.
Cumulative ESA dose was defined as the sum of all EPO
or DARB doses administered during a hospital stay or an
outpatient episode. Dose ratio was defined as the mean
cumulative dose of EPO divided by the mean cumulative
dose of DARB (units EPO: mcg DARB). ESA cost was
calculated by multiplying the April 2010 wholesale acqui-
sition cost25 (WAC: EPO, $15.15/1000 units; DARB,
$4.96/mcg) by the average cumulative dose of the corre-
sponding treatment. As a sensitivity analysis, ESA cost
based on the April 2010 average sales price (ASP) plus
6% (EPO, $10.01/1000 units; DARB, $3.05/mcg) was
also reported26.

The effect on ESA cost of the new NCD for the cancer
chemotherapy indication and the new community practice
guidelines for the CKD indication was assessed by estimat-
ing treatment costs before and after the changes (cancer
chemotherapy: ESA NCD announcement, July 2007;
CKD: KDOQI guideline change, March 2007). Patients
with cancer undergoing chemotherapy and with pre-
dialysis CKD were assigned to the pre- or post-changes
group based on their treatment initiation date.

Statistical analysis

Univariate descriptive statistics on age, gender, degree of
illness severity, comorbidities, and concurrent iron supple-
ment were generated for EPO and DARB inpatients for
cancer and CKD indications. Frequency counts and per-
centages were generated for categorical variables and
means and standard deviations for continuous variables.
Mean costs rather than median costs were reported
because, as stated by Thompson and Barber27, ‘despite
the usual skewness in the distribution of costs in health
economic evaluations, the arithmetic mean is the most
informative measure. Measures other than the arithmetic
mean do not provide information about the cost of treating
all patients, which is needed for healthcare policy deci-
sions’. Statistical comparisons between the two ESA
treatments were conducted using chi-square tests for cate-
gorical variables and the two-tailed Student t test for con-
tinuous variables. Treatment costs between the groups
were compared using the Wilcoxon non-parametric statis-
tical test since cost data are rarely normally distributed. To
minimize the effect of outliers on statistical inference, 2%
of the patients in each treatment group—receiving the
upper- and lower-one percentiles of the cumulative dose
distribution—were excluded from the dosing analysis.
Tests of significance were established at the 95% confi-
dence level. All statistical analyses were performed using
Statistical Analysis System (SAS) software, version 9.1 or
newer (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

Results

Characteristics of inpatient population

A total of 13,832 inpatient stays of patients with cancer
receiving chemotherapy and treated with EPO
(n¼ 10,454) or DARB (n¼ 3378) were identified
(Table 1). Patients with cancer undergoing chemotherapy
treated with EPO were slightly older than those receiving
DARB (p50.01), while gender distribution was similar
between the two groups (p¼ 0.37). The distribution of
patients among illness severity levels at admission was dif-
ferent between the EPO and DARB groups (p50.01), with
a greater proportion of EPO recipients having a higher
degree of severity compared with DARB recipients. The
two groups were similar in terms of prevalence of comorbid
conditions. Although a greater proportion of patients in
the EPO group received iron supplements, less than 4%
of patients with cancer undergoing chemotherapy in
both treatment groups reported iron supplementation.

There were 148,746 inpatient stays (EPO: 116,017;
DARB: 32,729) meeting the study selection criteria with
a diagnosis of CKD (Table 1). EPO-treated patients were
slightly younger (71.0 vs 71.2 years, p¼ 0.02), with a
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higher proportion of women (52.3% vs 51.3%, p� 0.01)
compared with DARB-treated patients. The concurrent
use of intravenous iron was similar between groups
(p¼ 0.52). Similar to what was observed in the cancer
chemotherapy population, patients receiving EPO had a
higher degree of disease severity compared with patients
receiving DARB (p50.01). The prevalence of cardiovas-
cular disease was lower in the EPO group compared with
the DARB group, whereas the prevalence of congestive
heart failure, myelodysplastic syndrome, and sepsis was
higher in the EPO group (p50.05 for all). Finally, a
larger proportion of EPO-treated patients was concurrently
receiving oral iron compared with DARB-treated patients.

ESA utilization and associated costs by practice
settings

Table 2 shows EPO and DARB utilization and correspond-
ing treatment costs for patients with cancer receiving
chemotherapy and with pre-dialysis CKD treated in
inpatient or outpatient practice settings.

Inpatient settings
In the hospital inpatient setting, EPO-treated patients
with cancer undergoing chemotherapy or with CKD had
slightly longer hospital lengths of stay compared to DARB-
treated patients with the same conditions. The mean (SD)

cumulative dose per inpatient stay in patients with cancer
receiving chemotherapy was 62,605 (58,489) units of EPO
and 272 (196) mcg of DARB, corresponding to a dose ratio
of 230:1 (units EPO: mcg DARB). In pre-dialysis CKD
inpatients, the EPO: DARB dose ratio was 251:1 (units
EPO: mcg DARB) based on average cumulative doses
per hospital stay of 37,333 (37,218) units of EPO and
149 (128) mcg of DARB. Based on the cumulative dose
and WAC prices, DARB was associated with cost pre-
miums of 42% and 30% over EPO treatment in cancer
chemotherapy and CKD inpatients, respectively (cancer
chemotherapy: $948 vs $1348, p50.01; CKD: $566 vs
$738, p50.01). Based on ASPþ 6% prices, the cost pre-
miums associated with DARB were 32% and 21% in
cancer chemotherapy and CKD inpatients, respectively
(cancer chemotherapy: $627 vs $829, p50.01; CKD:
$374 vs $454, p50.01). A sensitivity analysis including
the 2% of patients with extreme doses confirmed the exis-
tence of a cost premium associated with DARB.

Outpatient settings
In outpatient settings, the average treatment duration
between the EPO and DARB groups was similar for
patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy and slightly
longer for EPO in patients with CKD. The mean (SD)
cumulative dose per episode of treatment in patients

Table 1. Characteristics of patients with cancer chemotherapy or pre-dialysis chronic kidney disease receiving EPO vs DARB in inpatient settings.

Cancer chemotherapy Pre-dialysis chronic kidney disease

EPO DARB p-value EPO DARB p-value
(n¼ 10,454) (n¼ 3378) (n¼ 116,017) (n¼ 32,729)

Characteristics
Age, years, mean� SD 60.7 (14.6) 59.2 (15.4) 50.01 71.0 (14.2) 71.2 (14.2) 0.02
Female, n (%) 5531 (52.9) 1817 (53.8) 0.37 60,637 (52.3) 16,787 (51.3) 50.01

Degree of illness severity,a n (%)
Minor 570 (5.5) 168 (5.0)

50.01

876 (0.8) 311 (1.0)

50.01
Moderate 3665 (35.1) 1278 (37.8) 15,624 (13.5) 4,837 (14.8)
Major 4408 (42.2) 1424 (42.2) 64,258 (55.4) 18,008 (55.0)
Extreme 1811 (17.3) 508 (15.0) 35,259 (30.4) 9,573 (29.2)

Comorbidities,b n (%)
Hypertension 4097 (39.2) 1276 (37.8) 0.14 100,320 (86.5) 28,436 (86.9) 0.05
Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 1840 (17.6) 591 (17.5) 0.89 63,533 (54.8) 17,870 (54.6) 0.60
CVD including MI 1416 (13.5) 426 (12.6) 0.16 60,766 (52.4) 17,878 (54.6) 50.01
Febrile Neutropenia 1205 (11.5) 360 (10.7) 0.17 471 (0.4) 135 (0.4) 0.87
Sepsis 819 (7.8) 233 (6.9) 0.07 11,504 (9.9) 2,875 (8.8) 50.01
CHF 800 (7.7) 227 (6.7) 0.07 59,675 (51.4) 16,297 (49.8) 50.01
HIV 192 (1.8) 63 (1.9) 0.91 979 (0.8) 266 (0.8) 0.59
Myelodysplastic Syndrome 142 (1.4) 56 (1.7) 0.20 2,808 (2.4) 715 (2.2) 0.01

Concomitant Iron Supplementation,c n (%)
IV iron 398 (3.8) 75 (2.2) 50.01 12,323 (10.6) 3,517 (10.7) 0.52
Oral iron 148 (1.4) 21 (0.6) 50.01 7,377 (6.4) 1,868 (5.7) 50.01

EPO, epoetin alfa; DARB, darbepoetin alfa; SD, standard deviation; CVD, cardiovascular diseases; MI, myocardial infarction; CHF, congestive heart failure; HIV,
human immunodeficiency virus; IV, intravenous.
aSeverity level for the admission diagnosis-related group as defined by 3M’s algorithm.
bIdentified from primary or secondary admitting International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, diagnoses.
cIdentified from billing codes.
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with cancer and receiving chemotherapy was 221,652
(167,099) units of EPO and 933 (535) mcg of DARB, cor-
responding to a dose ratio of 238:1 (units EPO: mcg
DARB). In patients with pre-dialysis CKD, the dose
ratio was 257:1 (units EPO: mcg DARB) based on average
cumulative doses per treatment episode of 137,101
(150,017) units of EPO and 533 (483) mcg of DARB.
The cumulative cost for cancer chemotherapy outpatients
based on WAC prices was $3358 for EPO and $4627 for
DARB, resulting in a cost premium of 38% associated with
DARB treatment (p50.01). In CKD outpatients, DARB
was associated with a cost premium of 27% compared with
EPO ($2077 vs $2642, p50.01). Based on ASPþ 6%
prices, the cost premiums associated with DARB were
28% and 18% in cancer chemotherapy and CKD outpa-
tients, respectively (cancer chemotherapy: $2219 vs
$2845, p50.01; CKD: $1372 vs $1625, p50.01). A sen-
sitivity analysis including the 2% of patients with extreme
doses confirmed the existence of a cost premium associated
with DARB.

Treatment costs pre- and post-NCD change for
the oncology indication

Figure 1 shows cumulative ESA costs and the correspond-
ing cost premiums associated with DARB before and after
the NCD change for the oncology indication, released in

July 2007. Following the NCD change, DARB treatment
remained more costly than EPO treatment in both inpa-
tient and outpatient settings (37–50% and 37–39% cost
premiums associated with DARB, respectively, based on
WAC prices).

Treatment costs pre- and post-NKF KDOQI
change for the pre-dialysis CKD indication

Figure 2 shows cumulative ESA costs and cost premiums
based on WAC prices associated with DARB before and
after the NKF KDOQI update of Hb target, released in
March 2007. Following the new NKF guidelines, DARB
remained more costly than EPO for patients with pre-
dialysis CKD treated in inpatient or outpatient settings.
While the cost premium associated with DARB remained
stable (30–29%) during the pre-NKF vs post-NKF guide-
line change periods in inpatient settings, it increased sig-
nificantly (from 20% to 30%) in the outpatient setting.

Discussion

ESAs are often used for the management of anemia in
patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy and with
pre-dialysis CKD. Dosing patterns and corresponding
costs of EPO and DARB have been previously

Table 2. Utilization of EPO vs DARB for patients with cancer chemotherapy or pre-dialysis chronic kidney disease.

Cancer chemotherapy Pre-dialysis chronic kidney disease

EPO DARB EPO DARB

Inpatient settings n¼ 10,454 n¼ 3378 n¼ 116,017 n¼ 32,729
Mean length of hospital stay, days� SD 13.4� 14.2 12.6� 13.4 9.9� 9.6 9.7� 9.1
Mean cumulative dose, units or mcg� SD 62,605� 58,489 272� 196 37,333� 37,218 149� 128
Dose ratio (Units of EPO: mcg of DARB) 230:1 251:1

WAC prices
Cumulative ESA cost, US$� SD $948� $886 $1348� $971 $566� $564 $738� $637
Cost premium associated with DARB* 42% 30%

ASPþ 6% prices
Cumulative ESA cost, US$� SD $627� $585 $829� $597 $374� $373 $454� $391
Cost premium associated with DARB* 32% 21%

Outpatient settings n¼ 2856 n¼ 2734 n¼ 6921 n¼ 4091
Mean treatment duration, months� SD 2.6� 1.3 2.5� 1.2 3.6� 3.5 3.4� 2.7
Mean cumulative dose, units or mcg� SD 221,652� 167,099 933� 535 137,101� 150,017 533� 483
Dose ratio (Units of EPO: mcg of DARB) 238:1 257:1

WAC prices
Cumulative ESA cost, US$� SD $3358� $2532 $4627� $2655 $2077� $2273 $2642� $2395
Cost premium associated with DARB* 38% 27%

ASPþ 6% prices
Cumulative ESA cost, US$� SD $2219� $1673 $2845� $1632 $1372� $1502 $1625� $1473
Cost premium associated with DARB* 28% 18%

EPO, epoetin alfa; DARB, darbepoetin alfa; SD, standard deviation; mcg, micrograms; ESA, erythropoeisis-stimulating agent; WAC, wholesale acquisition costs;
ASP, average selling price.
*Calculated as the following: (DARB cumulative cost – EPO cumulative cost)/EPO cumulative cost.
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investigated, although more extensively in outpatient
than inpatient settings. Given the recent regulatory and
community practice guidelines changes, meaningful and
timely comparisons of utilization and associated costs of
EPO and DARB are important to maintain optimal prac-
tices from both clinical and economic perspectives.

This large retrospective study investigated the current
utilization and corresponding costs of EPO and DARB in
inpatient and outpatient settings. As EPO is measured in
units and DARB in mcg, the dose ratio is the metric usually
considered when comparing the relative utilization of EPO
and DARB. The CMS has used equitable payment ratios
to establish reimbursement rules using the format of units
of EPO to 1 mcg of DARB, which established the use of
dose ratios to compare these two agents. In this study,
the dose ratio between EPO and DARB was 230:1 and
251:1 for hospitalized patients with cancer undergoing
chemotherapy and with pre-dialysis CKD, respectively.
The outpatient group treated for cancer with chemother-
apy had a dose ratio of 238:1, while that of patients with
CKD was 257:1. These observed dose ratios are consistent
with reported dose ratios in other retrospective studies of
both therapeutic areas and settings14–17,28,29.

A study by Daniel et al.30 reported a dose ratio of 326:1
based on weekly doses, when including the duration of
clinical benefit of 8 days for EPO and 15 days for DARB.
However, when the duration of clinical benefit is not
included, the dose ratio was established at 237:1, which
is similar to the results reported in other retrospective stud-
ies. The current study reports the overall doses received by
the patients and the corresponding total cost of treatment,
thus avoiding the discussion of the need for inclusion of
the duration of clinical benefit.

To the best knowledge of the authors, there has been
little published evidence that analyzes the dosing patterns
of ESAs and associated costs in cancer chemotherapy and
CKD from the inpatient perspective. In an analysis of data
between 2002 and 2005, Vekeman et al.14 found dose ratios
of 245:1 and 242:1, respectively, for cancer and CKD inpa-
tients. The current study, conducted from 2006 to 2009,
reported lower dose ratios for patients with cancer and
higher dose ratios for patients with CKD. Of note, the
study by Vekeman et al.14 considered all patients with
cancer treated with an ESA as opposed to the current
one, which focused on ESA-treated patients with cancer
receiving chemotherapy. Kruep and Basskin31 also studied
ESA utilization in patients with cancer and CKD admitted
to a hospital in 2003 and found a lower dose ratio of 136:1
in oncology patients and a higher dose ratio of 267:1 in
those with CKD. It should be noted that the study by
Kruep and Basskin31 was conducted using data from only
one hospital.

Using April 2010 WAC prices, the cumulative drug
cost was 42% and 30% higher in the DARB group, respec-
tively, for cancer chemotherapy and CKD inpatients

compared with the EPO group. In outpatient settings,
the cost premiums associated with DARB were 38% and
27% in patients with cancer undergoing chemotherapy
and with CKD, respectively. Cost results reported for the
period before and after labeling revisions in 2007 showed
that DARB remained more expensive than EPO by more
than 20% for both cancer chemotherapy and CKD inpa-
tient and outpatient settings. These findings are slightly
less than results from other observational studies which
found cost premiums associated with DARB ranging
from 40–52% compared to EPO, probably explained by
relative changes in EPO and DARB WACs14,17,28.

The current study used WAC-based unit prices to stan-
dardize erythropoietic drug costs across health plans. As a
sensitivity analysis, results based on ASPþ 6% prices were
presented. It is possible that health plans, providers, and
institutions may have individualized arrangements, such as
rebates and discounts with manufacturers, resulting in
actual prices paid generally lower than published WAC
prices. Given that there are a myriad of such arrangements,
many of them confidential and complex, it was not possi-
ble to account for them for this calculation. However, the
readers can, with knowledge of their own institutional
arrangement, adjust the results of this study to determine
the relative costs of the two agents in their particular
setting.

In the current study, �11% of patients with pre-
dialysis CKD received IV iron supplements during
their inpatient stay. This medication is typically admin-
istered to patients on dialysis, suggesting that those
patients are iron-deficient and not responding to oral
iron, which can impact their ESA treatment patterns.
Since no statistical differences were observed in the
proportion of patients receiving IV iron between the
two groups, the dose ratio was probably not affected
for the CKD population. On the other hand, signifi-
cantly more EPO-treated patients received IV iron sup-
plements relative to the DARB cohort (4% vs 2%) in
the cancer chemotherapy population; however, the mag-
nitude of the difference between the two groups (i.e.,
2%) is not likely to significantly influence the dose
ratio for this population.

The present study has several limitations. First, given
the lack of randomization, it was assumed that there were
no unmeasured confounding factors between EPO- and
DARB-treated patients. Second, the assessment of hema-
tologic response in this study was not feasible due to the
missing Hb data. Therefore, cost comparisons were made
assuming comparable effectiveness between EPO and
DARB, which from the hospital pharmacy perspective is
rational since total cost of ESA therapy depends only on
the actual dosage administered regardless of clinical effi-
cacy outcomes. Third, the nature of the database pre-
vented the ability to link inpatient stays to conduct
repeated-measures analyses controlling for patients that
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might have been admitted multiple times. Instead, it was
assumed that each inpatient stay was an independent
event, although some patients may have been hospitalized
more than once over the study period. This limitation also
prevented the authors from assessing the evaluation of
anemia across the continuum of care. Similarly, because
healthcare records are de-identified at the facility level, it
was not possible to link outpatient records across facilities
and therefore to know whether or not the entire episode of
anemia management was captured. Consequently, no
assessment of the baseline characteristics for the EPO
and DARB outpatient groups was conducted, preventing
the identification of potential imbalance in patients’ char-
acteristics between the EPO and DARB groups. Finally,
the type of tumors and chemotherapy agents administered
to patients with cancer was not described. Given that the
intensity of chemotherapy regimens and agents adminis-
tered varies with tumor types and that chemotherapy
agents and regimens do not have the same myelosuppres-
sive properties, imbalance towards more severe malignan-
cies or chemotherapy regimens in one group could have
confounded the results.

Despite these limitations, this study provides meaning-
ful information on ESA utilization and corresponding costs
across inpatient and outpatient settings in the US. Further
research exploring the relative efficacy of ESA therapies
through clinical and patient-reported outcomes as well as
the adherence to clinical guidelines is warranted to fully
understand the pharmacoeconomic profiles of EPO and
DARB. Additionally, analyses with more current ESA
data may be useful given the recent changes in FDA-
approved prescribing information for patients with CKD.

Conclusions

Results from this study on patients with cancer receiving
chemotherapy and patients with pre-dialysis CKD from
inpatient and outpatient settings revealed that DARB
was associated with a cost premium of 27–42% relative
to EPO. These findings were not impacted by the 2007
CMS NCD for patients with cancer undergoing chemo-
therapy or the 2007 NKF KDOQI guidelines for patients
with CKD.
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